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ABSTRACT
Background: Degenerative spine problems and spinal deformities have high socio-economic impacts.
Current surgical treatment is based on bony fusion that can reduce mobility and function. Precise
descriptions of the biomechanics of normal, deformed, and degenerated spinal segments under in vivo
conditions are needed to develop new approaches that preserve spine function. Objective: This study
developed a system that intraoperatively measures the three-dimensional segmental stiffness of
patient’s spine. Methods: SpineBot, a parallel kinematic robot, was developed to transmit loads to
adjacent vertebrae. A force/torque load cell mounted on the SpineBot measured the moment applied to
the spinal segment and calculated segmental stiffnesses. The accuracy of SpineBot was characterized
ex vivo by comparing its stiffness measurement of five ovine specimens to measurements obtained
with a reference spinal testing system. Results: The SpineBot can apply torques up to 10 Nm along all
anatomical axes with a total range of motion of about 11.5° ± 0.5° in lateral bending, 4.5° ± 0.3° in
flexion/extension, and 2.6° ± 0.5° in axial rotation. SpineBot’s measurements are noisier than the
reference system, but the correlation between SpineBot and reference measurements was high
(R2 > 0.8). Conclusion: SpineBot’s accuracy is comparable to that of current reference systems but can
take intraoperative measurements. Significance: SpineBot can improve our understanding of spinal
biomechanics in patients who have the pathology of interest, and take these measurements in the
natural physiological environment, giving us information essential to developing new “non-fusion”
products.
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INTRODUCTION
Back pain and degenerative spine problems are the main reasons people stop working and take early
pensions, and the most common reason for back surgery [1–3]. Their already high social and economic
costs will increase as the population ages. Even in young people with scoliosis, operative treatment
generally fuses the bone in deformed sections of the spinal column. This method stabilizes the spine
with metallic implants so motion segments can ossify. New strategies for preserving or restoring spine
function include artificial discs, interspinous process spacers, posterior transpedicular dynamic
stabilization, and target-oriented conservative approaches. These new technologies could be used to
better advantage if we knew more about the kinematic and dynamic properties of the spine, and
especially the complex force-motion relationship in normal, degenerative, and scoliotic spinal
segments under in vivo conditions.
Ex vivo testing on spinal loading simulators has been the near exclusive standard for biomechanical
spine assessment and analysis of spine stiffness [4–10]. Pure bending moments are applied on isolated
spinal segments to simulate relevant spinal loading [11]. This method has improved general
understanding of normal spine function and the consequences of induced injuries, but it is an ex-vivo
experiment and appropriate human cadaver spines are scarce. Most are extracted from the cadavers of
the elderly and rarely exhibit the pathology of interest. Thus, this method provides information of
limited value for doctors who must make clinical decisions, and for patients.
Several studies addressed these issues by describing spinal biomechanics based on intraoperative tests
[12–19]. They differ by the tools they used to generate force, by the loci to which force was applied,
and by how, and in which planes they recorded motion; they restricted force application and motion
recording to the sagittal plane. Exact intra-segmental motions of the vertebrae were not captured during
the distraction and no method considered complex 3D vertebral motion; thus, none of these tools
measured spinal stiffness along all three anatomical axes.
An alternative approach was proposed by Rohlmann et al.: measuring the load on the anterior spinal
column in vivo with a modified instrumented vertebral body replacement [20–23]. This technique
accurately measures forces and torque induced in the disc during daily activities, but it is limited to
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patients who need vertebral body replacement; un-instrumented segments cannot be assessed and the
procedure may cause complications. The approach also cannot quantify the stiffness of the motion
segment because it only measures force and not the resulting force-induced vertebral motion.
One instrumented forceps was combined with an optical tracking system to measure the motion of the
vertebras when the load was applied [24]. It was used intraoperatively to quantify the segmental
stiffness of scoliotic patients [25], but it has several limitations: the load was applied on the transverse
processes, which mainly induces lateral bending and a small amount of flexion; it produced no axial
rotation so it provided no information on spinal stiffness in rotation; and, the system was manually
operated, which limits its reproducibility and the accuracy of its stiffness measurements.
To learn more about the biomechanics of the pathological spine, we must take intraoperative in vivo
measurements that will provide direct, reproducible and accurate information about the multi-axial
load-displacement behavior of the functional spinal unit. This mechanical characterization can be used
to improve intraoperative decision-making and develop new therapeutic strategies and implants. We
thus developed a robotic system that accurately quantifies spinal stiffness intra-operatively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The SpineBot
The SpineBot is a compact (9x9x25cm), lightweight (1.8 kg) robotic device (Fig. 1) based on a Stewart
platform—a six degrees of freedom parallel kinematic structure based on six extensible linear
actuators. The custom-made actuators use standard brushless DC motors (Faulhaber Minimotor SA,
series 1226 012B, Germany) and gearbox (Faulhaber Minimotor SA, Spur gearheads zero backlash,
series 12/5, 69.2:1, Germany) that are connected to a ballscrew with a belt (MPS Micro Precision
Systems SA, ED410X/V4121X, Switzerland). Each actuator is connected to a base plate and a platform
that has spherical joints at each end (B7104 MSS 2Z, SBN Wälzlager GmbH, Schönenberg-Kübelberg,
Germany).
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The SpineBot is attached to the patient’s spine with bilateral pedicle screws inserted in each vertebra as
part of the standard spinal intervention. We developed a flexible system based on a polyaxial
attachment to make it possible to fix the platform to the spine for any possible positioning of the
pedicle screws. A quick release mechanism is mounted on the attachment structure to make it easy to
clamp the robot on the patient before taking measurements. Most important, the SpineBot can be
immediately detached in case of emergency. The lower part of the two-part quick release mechanism is
mounted to the attachment platform; the upper part is attached to the SpineBot. Active air pressure of
4.5 bars clamps the SpineBot on the attachment structure. Compressed air accumulates in a chamber
inside the quick release system; the air pushes a token, which changes the orientation of three locking
elements that fasten the SpineBot to the attachment structure. The system is fail-safe; if the air pressure
drops–deliberately or if the system fails–the SpineBot automatically detaches from the patient. The
pressure valve also automatically opens when power is interrupted.
To avoid any measurement bias caused by the weight of the SpineBot on the patient’s spine, stiffness
measurements are performed with the SpineBot attached to a weight canceling platform. A cable is
used to apply a vertical traction force aligned with the center of mass of the robot. The cable is
connected to a cancelling mass through a pulley place above the robot. This platform also ensures that
the SpineBot completely disconnects from the patient in the event of an emergency interruption, and
that its doesn’t fall on the patient.
The robot can only move if a human actively and constantly presses on the remote dead-man switch
(Fig. 1). If the dead-man switch is released, the robot stops moving and, if the dead man switch is
pressed strongly, air pressure is interrupted and the SpineBot detaches from the spine.
A force/torque load cell (Mini45-AE Transducer, ATI industrial automation, North Caroline, USA) is
mounted on the base platform to measure the load the device applies on the spinal motion segments.
The load cell was industrially calibrated (SI-290-10); its range of force measurement is 290 N along the
x and y directions and 580N in the z direction, at a resolution of 0.125 N. The range of moment
measurement is ±10 Nm at resolution of 1/376 Nm along x and y, and 10 Nm at a resolution of
1/752 Nm for the torque along z (Fig. 2). The motors and load cell are wired to the robot control unit
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that contains the motor controller (Technosoft iPOS3602 VX, Technosoft SA, Neuchâtel, Switzerland),
the power supply, and an industrial PC that runs the controller software.
A separate microcontroller (the watchdog) periodically receive handshake from each subsystem. If a
handshake fails—indicating that a component is in an error state—the air pressure of the quick release
mechanism is cut.
SpineBot control
The length and orientation of all the actuators can be calculated from the position and orientation of the
platform–inverse position kinematics–based on geometric relationships. Since there is no closed form
solution to calculate the position and orientation of the platform from the length of the actuators–
forward kinematics—we used an iterative scheme to calculate the real time forward kinematics
solution [26]. The software controller (written in C++) determines the position of the axes and
constantly communicates the new position of each axis to the hardware controllers via a Controller
Area Network (CAN) interface.
Before taking measurements, the robot is detached from the patient to conduct a “homing” procedure.
All axes are moved to their shortest configuration to give the controller their reference positions. A
limit switch (IFFM 04P1501/O1L, Baumer, Electric AG, Frauenfeld, Switzerland) determines the zerolength reference position of the axes; it is fixed to the side of the housing and detects when the ball
screw reaches its lower limit. When the limit switch is activated, the linear actuator reaches its minimal
length. From this position, the SpineBot is positioned with the axis elongated to the middle of its
possible extension. A haptic mode manually positions the robot on the patient. Zero impedance control
was used to easily position and align both sides of the robot on the quick release mechanism. Once
correctly positioned, activating the air pressure fixes the SpineBot firmly on the spine.
Stiffness calculation
The position of the spine relative to the SpineBot is determined with a registration procedure. A series
of landmarks are identified on the SpineBot and on 3D models of the spine reconstructed from CT
imaging. The position of these landmarks is identified before measurement using a pointer and an
optical tracking system (Polaris, Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada); this enables to
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define the main anatomical direction in the coordinate system of the SpineBot. The information is fed
back to the SpineBot to define the loading scheme along these anatomical axes.
The SpineBot is programmed to apply a motion along the main anatomical axes; flexion/extension;
lateral bending; and, axial rotation (Fig. 1b). Mechanical stiffness in each direction is calculated as the
ratio between the measured moment and rotation angle. To precisely quantify the moment applied on
the spinal segment, a pure moment must be applied on the specimen tested, so the SpineBot must only
apply moments on the spine, and cancel all parasitic forces (Fig. 2). The force is canceled by a
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller that adapts the motion of each axis to ensure that the
forces the force/torque load cell measures remain at zero while the measurements are taken.
Spinal stiffness must be calculated at the center of the spinal motion segment located at the
approximate center of the intervertebral disc. Both the rotation, and the moment the SpineBot applies
must be calculated at this position (Fig. 2) with the following equation;
""⃗!"! = 𝑀
""⃗ + 𝑟⃗ × 𝐹⃗
𝑀

(1)

""⃗ and are the force
where 𝑟⃗ is the vector between the center of the vertebra and the load cell, 𝐹⃗ and 𝑀
vector and moment measured by the load cell. The force 𝐹⃗ should be minimized by the PID controller
but is not exactly zero, so it still contributes to the total moment.
Validation procedure
The accuracy of the SpineBot stiffness measurement was quantified by two reference systems. First,
we used a surrogate model of the spine based on torsional springs of constant stiffness. Second, we
used ovine specimens to characterize the stiffness measurement.
Three different rotational springs were used for the first characterization of SpineBot measurements
(Durovis, Perlen, Switzerland). Torsional spring stiffness was 0.23 Nm/°, 0.32 Nm/°, and 0.59 Nm/°—
a range similar to human spinal stiffness. SpineBot measurements were performed on each spring
along the lateral bending direction. The stiffer spring was then measured with the SpineBot in different
configurations, corresponding to the operation of the robot along each of the anatomical axes, so the
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SpineBot tested the same spring several times. The relative attachment of the spring to the SpineBot
changes so we could test the SpineBot for motions corresponding to the three anatomical axes.
The second validation scenario was based on five functional spine units obtained from four ovine
specimens. CT images of the specimens were taken (Somatom Definition AS, Siemens Healthcare
GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) at an in-plane resolution of 0.33 mm × 0.33 mm and a slice thickness of
1 mm. CT data was segmented with Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
Specimens were then dissected to the bone. To minimize changes in lateral stiffness caused by
damaged ligaments, we removed the intertransverse ligaments and facet joints. The segments between
vertebras T13 and L5 were tested; for each tested segment, the bone and adjacent discs were
immobilized with K-wire and embedded into PMAA, leaving only one disc free to move during the
measurements. To limit drying of the inter-vertebral disc, the samples were kept moist with a gauge
saturated of saline solution wrapped around the disc during the complete duration of the testing.
The stiffness of the ovine specimens was first evaluated on a spinal loading simulator (SLS). This
device is considered the reference standard for measuring spinal stiffness ex vivo [27,28]. The SLS can
apply unconstrained pure moments to the spinal segment. Pure bending moments were applied with the
SLS in flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation at a rotation speed of 0.5°/s up to angles of
±5° in flexion/extension, ±7° in lateral bending, and ±2.5° in axial rotation. Four load cycles were
applied on each motion segment. The testing procedure for the SLS measurements follows the standard
protocol for ex-vivo spinal testing, where pure moments are applied along the main anatomical axes
[28–30]. However, to ensure that the samples were not damaged during SLS testing, we only applied
torques in a range below 2 Nm, which is relatively low compared to other studies (±7.5 Nm [29], 6
Nm[30], or ±5 Nm[28]). Also, the moment-angle curves produced by the SLS for successive load
cycles were checked to identify possible damage of the specimens.
SpineBot stiffness measurements were performed in six steps: 1) the robot was initialized and “homed”
to determine its reference position; 2) the robot was attached to the specimen using the haptic mode
and air-pressured fixation; 3) the weight of the SpineBot was counterbalanced using the weight
canceling platform; 4) the force/torque sensor was zeroed; 5) an optical tracking camera and pointer
identified the reference points on the robot to determine the main anatomical axes; and, 6) the
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specimen was loaded along the chosen anatomic axis. We repeated each measurement four times.
While the SpineBot had to be repositioned on the spring models to test the different loading
orientations, the robot needed only to be fixed once to the ovine specimen to evaluate the three loading
directions. For safety reasons, we limited angular velocity to 0.15 °/s during measurements.
Data analysis
The data from the load cell were filtered with a 6th-order lowpass Butterworth filter that had a cutoff
frequency of 0.1 Hz. The moment at the center of the specimen was then calculated using equation 1.
Stiffness values obtained with the SpineBot were compared to the reference values obtained with the
SLS.
For validation based on the torsion spring, the moment/angle relationship was linear so each
measurement returned a single stiffness, which was determined as the slope of the line that best fit the
moment/angle relationship.
Since the ovine specimens exhibited non-linear stiffness and viscoelastic hysteresis, we fitted a cubic
function to the average moment/angle relation of both the SpineBot and SLS measurement and
determined stiffness as the slope of this cubic function. Spinal stiffness, measured with the SpineBot
and SLS, was compared at five angles of rotation equally spaced between the minimal and maximal
rotation recorded during the SpineBot measurement. Matlab R18b (TheMathWorks Inc., MA, USA)
was used for all data analysis.

RESULTS
Each of the six actuators can develop a force up to 150 N. With this configuration, torques up to 10 Nm
could be applied along all anatomical axes. The SpineBot’s range of motion was different for each
anatomical axis. The range of motion was calculated for each load case based on all the SpineBot
measurements performed on the ovine specimens. The amount of rotation was the largest in lateral
bending (min angle: -5.9° ± 0.2°, max angle: 5.6°± 0.2°), followed by flexion/extension (min angle: -
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2.2° ± 0.5°, max angle: 2.4° ± 0.2°), and the lowest amount of rotation was recorded in axial rotation
(min angle: -1.1° ± 0.3°, max angle: 1.4° ± 0.3°).
The SpineBot accurately measured the stiffness of the three springs for measurements performed in the
lateral bending direction (Fig. 3a); relative stiffness measurement error was under 5%. Relative error
on the average measurement was under 4% for measurements performed in flexion/extension and axial
rotation (Fig. 3b), but standard deviation across consecutive measurements was larger than in lateral
bending, especially in the flexion/extension where standard deviation reaches about 10% of the
reference stiffness (Fig. 3b).
Stiffness of the five ovine specimens was measured with the SpineBot and the SLS (Fig. 4). The
SpineBot reproduced the SLS measurement; accuracy was higher in lateral bending and to a lesser
extent in axial rotation where the SpineBot could capture the hysteresis the SLS measured (Fig. 4). But
the SpineBot measurements were noisier than the SLS measurements, especially in flexion / extension
and axial rotation.
The SpineBot also captured the differing levels of stiffness in the ovine specimens. For all cases, axial
stiffness was about five times higher than stiffness in other directions, reaching 1 Nm/° (Fig. 5). Again,
measurement accuracy was higher for lateral bending than for flexion/extension and axial rotation.
Correlation between SpineBot and SLS measurements was high (R2 > 0.8), and the slope of the linear
regression was close to one for the three anatomical directions (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
We developed a robotic system to quantify spinal stiffness in vivo. Characterizing the system with ex
vivo specimens revealed an accuracy comparable to reference measurement systems in current use, but
SpineBot’s design allows flexible in vivo measurement, a feature not available in other devices.
Since human specimens are difficult to obtain, we used an animal model to evaluate the accuracy of
SpineBot measurements. The ovine models we used were less stiff than human spines ex vivo; human
spines are about 0.75 Nm/° when ligaments are removed and about 1.5 Nm/° when lumbar spines are
intact [28,31]. Higher stiffness values were also reported for scoliotic thoracic spines in vivo (about
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1.2 Nm/° at 1 Nm [25]). Despite this difference, the motion characteristics of ovine spines are
qualitatively similar to human specimens [32]: axial rotation is small for both species, and flexion and
lateral bending range of motion is larger. Although the anatomy of ovine vertebras differs from human
vertebras, endplate to disc height is similar [9]. This animal model was already used to validate an
intraoperative measurement system [24], thus we consider sheep spines a valid model for this study.
The SpineBot was designed to apply torque up to 10 Nm in all directions, so we can quantify stiffer
specimens in the future.
Although SpineBot can measure the stiffness with six degree of freedom, only the three rotational
degrees of freedom are relevant for spinal biomechanics. Unlike articular joints, adjacent vertebras are
connected to each other by intervertebral discs. These discs constrain the relative vertebral motion,
which predominantly occurs in rotation with only a very limited amount of translation. Therefore, the
existing biomechanical testing systems designed to quantify spinal stiffness focused on the
quantification of its rotational stiffness. We used the same approach for the SpineBot and focused on
the characterization of its rotational behavior. In addition, imposing unphysiological motions, such
translations between adjacent vertebras, puts the patient at great risks of spinal cord damage.
The mechanical design of the SpineBot limits its range of motion to about 2.5° – 4.5° in flexion and
axial rotation. Although this range of motion appears small, another study used a similar range of
motion to quantify spinal stiffness in vivo [25]. In addition, the smaller range of motion reported in
axial rotation correspond to the stiffest direction tested, which also implies a lower physiological range
of motion. This reduced range of motion also represents a safety measure that reduces the risk of
damaging tissues, especially the spinal cord, when stiffness is measured in vivo. Nevertheless, a
slightly larger amplitude of motion in axial rotation could increase the accuracy of these measurements.
Because the SpineBot was positioned above the spine, range of motion in the lateral bending direction
was greater than in the other two loading directions. This asymmetry results from the orientation of the
axis of rotation, which extends across the center of the robot in lateral bending but is about 15 cm away
from the robot for other loading directions (Fig. 1b); in this case, the axes do not have to extend as
much to generate a lateral bending rotation as they do for flexion/extension and axial rotation.
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Patient safety was central to SpineBot development. The surgeon controls the operation with a deadman switch activated at different levels: i) no operation; ii) operation according to plan; and, iii)
emergency stop when the air pressure in the attachment system is interrupted, which immediately
detaches the robot from the patient. The surgeon can instantly react to problems. The major risk
SpineBot poses is damage to the spinal cord, so the spinal cord will be constantly monitored during
surgery to detect potential risk of injury during the measurement process.
The SpineBot preserves a sterile environment. The passive system that attaches the robot to the spine is
separate from its active parts, so both parts remain sterile. To keep the active part of the system sterile,
a sterile plastic bag is wrapped around the robot. The metal components that attach the system to the
patients can be steam sterilized and connected to the robot through the sterile bag.
SpineBot control is critical. Traditional SLS systems aim at applying a pure moment on the tested
specimens, but the center of rotation of the spine is unknown and changes during testing. This is why
the PID controller is designed to constantly cancel the forces measured by the load cell. If the force is
not exactly zero, it contributes to the total moment measured at the center of the motion segment (1).
Since the position of the center of rotation is only approximate, the force-induced moment is also an
approximation of the contribution of the forces to the total moment. Overall measurement is more
accurate if the PID controller cancels the forces; it does so more efficiently for lateral bending
moments than for flexion or axial rotation because small elongations of the axes are required to
generate spinal rotation in bending. Imperfect cancelation could explain the larger standard deviation
we observed for measurements in flexion and axial rotation.
The mechanical response of the spine also poses a challenge for the controller. Because spinal stiffness
is non-linear and unknown before the measurements, it is difficult to determine the optimal set of PID
parameters to cancel reaction force, and this also makes stiffness measurements less precise.
But the stiffness we measured with the SpineBot strongly correlated to our reference measurements and
could be used to distinguish specimens of varying stiffness. Stiffness measures the local derivative of
recorded force/displacement; since it is sensitive to small measurement inaccuracies, it is a demanding
metric for evaluating the performance of our system.
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Since no system is currently able to measure the spinal stiffness in-vivo, it is difficult to comment on
the accuracy required for the different clinical applications. Considering the range of stiffness
published in the literature, we believe that the level of accuracy reported for the SpineBot is sufficient
to enable the stratification of the patients in different treatment groups. This level of accuracy should
also enable a suitable description of the stiffness in the population, and could be used to determine the
requirements for novel implants and to performed in-silico evaluations.
Our vision is that in the future, intra-operative assessment of patient biomechanics will be combined
with current standard preoperative imaging techniques to provide the surgeon with a complete picture
of the patient’s condition. Mechanics is an important part of orthopedic assessment, but no tools are
available to quantitatively measure the mechanical state of the tissue for each specific patient. The
SpineBot provides capabilities similar to spinal loading simulators, but in vivo, which enable the study
of the mechanical properties in a natural physiologic environment, testing of individuals at any age,
focus on pathology of choice and study the impact of surgical action on FSU stiffness by pre- and postintervention measurements.
Several clinical applications could directly benefit from a better understanding from these
measurements. For example, the treatment of degenerative spine disorders, which represent an
increasing health burden for our aging population, could rely on stiffness information. Dynamic
transpedicular stabilization could be used to replace the traditional lumbar fusion in the treatment of
degenerative instabilities for determined range of segmental stiffness values. Another possible
application concerns the planning of deformity correction in pediatric patients with scoliosis. Spinal
fusion still represents the treatment of choice in case of progressive curves, independent of the etiology
of the deformity. Planning of the surgery requires a good understanding of both patient-specific spinal
morphology and stiffness. However, based on routine preoperative clinical and radiographic
assessment, the surgeons only have limited information on the mechanical behavior of the patient’s
spine, since there is no clinical tool able to quantify spinal stiffness in-vivo. This mechanical evaluation
is expected to enable targeted instrumentation and preserve patient’s mobility.
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CONCLUSION
Bone fusion is commonly used to surgically treat spinal disorder, but it can limit a patient’s mobility
and is frequently associated with degeneration of the adjacent levels [33,34]. To develop non-fusion
approaches, we need to better understand the biomechanical characteristics of pathological motion
segments. We designed SpineBot to allow clinicians to intraoperatively characterize three-dimensional
spinal biomechanics. Validation showed that SpineBot’s stiffness measurement is close to the reference
standard for ex vivo measurement, and SpineBot can collect this data in the natural physiological
environment from patients with the relevant pathology.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1: (a) The complete SpineBot system showing the robot attached to a validation spring, the control
unit, and the dead-man switch. (b) The robot attached to an ovine spinal segment. Vertebras adjacent to
the tested segments were embedded in PMMA blocks (yellow) to enable the spinal loading simulator to
measure stiffness. The coordinate system indicates the main anatomical directions used to evaluate
spinal stiffness. Flexion/extension rotates around axis z, lateral bending around axis y, and axial
rotation around x. Note that axis y (lateral bending) passes through the SpineBot, the other two axes do
not.
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Fig. 2: Free body diagram for calculating spinal stiffness from measurements taken by the force/torque
sensor. The load cell mounted on the robot measures both the force and moment vectors the SpineBot
applies to the vertebras. The calculation of the total moment at the center of the motion segment being
tested must account for the moment arm of the forces (1).
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Fig. 3: Stiffness of three torsion springs measured with the SpineBot in a lateral bending configuration
and compared to their corresponding reference value (a). The SpineBot rotated along all anatomical
directions to evaluate the stiffer spring; flexion/extension; lateral bending; and, axial rotation (b).
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Fig. 4: Raw moment/angle relationship measured during one repetition on one ovine specimen (#149
L4L5) obtained with the SpineBot and the SLS along each anatomical axis. The SLS measurements
followed the standard protocol and were limited to moments of ±2Nm for each anatomical direction.
Therefore, the range of motion along each axis is determined by the stiffness of the specimen, while the
range of motion of the SpineBot (indicated by two vertical lines on the figure) is controlled by the
displacement of its axes. In addition, the range of rotation of the SpineBot is mechanically constrained
by the robot design and geometry. This difference explains the larger range of motion recorded for the
SLS measurements compared to the SpineBot. In addition, the initial positioning of the SpineBot with
respect to the main anatomical direction affects the amount of rotation that it can generate in the
positive and negative directions. Consequently, the amount of rotation in the positive direction might
differ from the rotation achieved in the negative direction, resulting in the asymmetric loading curve
visible on this specimen in the axial direction.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the stiffness measurement between the SpineBot and the SLS on five ovine
specimens. Measurements were performed in flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation. The
linear correlation showed a good agreement between both measurement methods with a coefficient of
determination higher than 0.8.
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